Don’t be fooled into thinking location-based services are just a new way to advertise. They are much more than that. True, they employ game mechanics to get people to provide insights into their behavior, but location-based services (LBS) are also the cornerstone of a platform brands will use to power the next generation of loyalty programs to attract, reward and retain their most profitable customers. In other words, this is a serious game.

The launch of Facebook Places suggests that LBS may be moving out of the early adopter phase and into mainstream acceptance. Yet Places, Foursquare, Gowalla, BrightKite, Loopt, Google Latitude and the many other LBS plays are all based on the premise of capitalizing on local businesses. As Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg noted the local market is a “big space” and all of these LBS are jockeying for position.

Yet, there is a bigger opportunity than capturing local market advertising revenue. It is the opportunity for LBS to create a platform for brands to cultivate loyalty similar to what is happening with the airlines. It is the opportunity for brands to further encourage loyalty with those already buying from them. Location-based services married with purchase and sentiment data have the opportunity to create a 4-D loyalty program that leapfrogs any loyalty program in existence today -- a program that benefits brands both big and local, their customers and even the location-based services themselves.

**The Loyalty Program Primer**

In loyalty programs, consumers give to get. Every time they purchase something, consumers give their data to the companies running the loyalty program. The companies give them rewards for that data and spend. These programs have been so prolific that there are, according to Colloquoy, over 1.8 billion loyalty memberships in the U.S. alone with the average household belonging to 14 programs.

Companies utilize the data to create segmentation models based on frequency of purchases and the lifetime value of their customers to decide who to retain, who to acquire and how much the company can afford – per customer -- to do so.
But there are holes in the data. Unless a brand is able to get to related category purchase level data of their customer, they have to guess what their customers are doing when they are not spending with them. Of course, there are great listening tools like focus groups, surveys and even Twitter, but what if the customer had the opportunity to give companies the full story? To supply “extra” data about how they spend their day?

**LBS Creates a New Sense of Place**

That extra data comes in the form of “check-ins” – geographic tagging of a person’s specific location often coupled with likes and dislikes that are socially shared. Thanks to the recent emergence of location-based services, millions of users are recording their daily adventures and broadcasting their digital breadcrumbs to their social graph.

According to the most recent published statistics, Brightkite claims more than five million users (we question this number), Foursquare is over three million strong while the others have been less forthcoming about their user base. Dennis Crowley also stated on a recent Sirius radio program that Foursquare took a year to get to one million users and a mere three months to break two million. Days later, they surpassed three million. These numbers will surely grow significantly with Facebook Places becoming available eventually to all of its 500+ million users.

Up to this point, individuals have used LBS in large measure for the gaming and social sharing aspects. While there are occasional rewards attached to these check-ins, for the most part, users check in for the right to claim the title of “mayor”, find virtual items and earn recognition badges. These social gaming hooks have helped but short term rewards are not what will fuel the continued growth of LBS.

**The Limits of Check-Ins Alone**

The value of a check-in for a brand is less clear. That debate has been simmering long before the release of Forrester’s report recommending brands wait it out. A few brands, though, have been trying to find the value through experimentation. Ben and Jerry’s offered three scoops of their ice cream for three bucks (normally north of five dollars) and a free scoop for the mayor on Foursquare. The Gap offered 25% off of a purchase just for checking in. Best Buy teamed with Gowalla to check in for a chance to win a free eye-fi card.
Yes, these have generated excitement, but they only scratch the surface of what’s possible. More importantly, they are based entirely on frequency of visit. Check-ins are not enough; showing up doesn’t equate to profit. A customer might be checking in without purchasing anything. Or, they might be purchasing but their purchases are small, deeply discounted, or just a one-off because they are loyal to a competitor. Additionally, the points are tied to a specific location not all of a brand’s locations. So, for instance, if a customer frequents multiple Starbucks, they will never become a Foursquare Mayor – even though they may be a very profitable and loyal customer.

**4-D Loyalty: Customer, Spend, Location and Sentiment**

Today, loyalty programs are siloed and limited to the interactions between two axes: customer and spend. In the best of these programs, a brand knows exactly what the customer is spending and how frequently. While they have spend data across all of their locations, brands do not know what the customer is doing at their competitors or related companies.

If location-based services began collecting the size and frequency of purchases across all locations and mining the data of the check-ins (including the likes and dislikes), they could begin to build the next generation of loyalty rewards programs – a 4-D loyalty program comprised of customer, spend, location and sentiment. Such a program would benefit LBS providers, brands and customers alike.

This full view of location could be gleaned from location-based services. For instance, if we go to Starbucks every day and purchase a latte and then walk across the street to Dunkin Donuts and pick up a turkey sausage flatbread, Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts both could benefit from that information. If many of their customers also go across the street for a flatbread, Starbucks could add a similar breakfast sandwich to their morning offerings or discontinue their current breakfast fare at that location.

That level of data provides a more holistic view of consumer behavior, which can help brands cultivate customer loyalty by being more relevant and timely. In the example above, in addition to Starbucks knowing that we go across the street to purchase a breakfast sandwich, Starbucks could also learn whether we go to Starbucks all or most of the time for coffee. While we might not purchase food at Starbucks, we are still loyal and profitable customers. Starbucks could use that market insight to offer us promotions to try their food items instead of giving us promotions for coffee, which we already purchase at full price.

Giving us promotions to buy what we already buy, loses money for the company. But, a promotion to shift our behavior becomes an incremental win for Starbucks. As consumers, we win because the brands we like can reward us with incentives to meet our needs better.
Hundreds of millions of people are constantly providing expressions of consciousness and professional expressions using Twitter and Facebook. This is the conversation stream.

A smaller set of people are adding to these conversation streams by checking in to places on Foursquare, Gowalla, Brightkite, Loopt, Whrrl, Pegshot, Triout, Google Places and now, Facebook Places. We call this the location stream.

The technology, though not very widely adopted yet, exists to capture and share every single non-cash purchase made in applications like Blippy and Swipely. This is the purchase stream.

The conversation stream provides the attitudinal profile for the consumer and more. We not only learn their interests and their profession, but who their friends are, who influences them and what brands they are willing to interact with.
The location stream tells us where they actually go. We learn about brand stickiness and place loyalty. The purchase stream tells us what brands they purchase, whether they remain loyal to brands or are offer-sensitive and gives us a coveted look at the size of their wallet and the share by each brand.

**Getting to 4-D Loyalty: What if Foursquare Bought Blippy?**

Blippy provides the ability to share your purchases with your social graph, but these expressions have been viewed like an ugly peacock even by oversharing early adopters. Twitter’s API allows easy integration to any application. Foursquare’s API is equally lightweight and simple.

The location-based service that buys Blippy or Swipely gains a significant advantage over the competition. Not only do they have location-based data, they will have type and frequency of purchases, amount of spend per visit and over time and better hypothesis at size of wallet that will allow brands to create the best targeted offers to customers using LBS.

**A Retail Scenario**

It makes no sense to offer a customer a discount on items that they will purchase at the regular price. For retail, knowing the list of most frequently purchased items across all stores is enormously beneficial. Knowing “the usual” yields a necessity rating for products that is made up of frequency of purchase, price sensitivity and propensity to purchase with our store versus elsewhere. It can also show things like specific brand loyalty versus price sensitivity (think Smuckers versus store brand jelly). The ability to filter a product by the list of items that are frequently purchased at a brand’s store versus those frequently purchased at competitors and then comparing that to the list of the store’s most profitable items allows us to formulate the most profitable offer to increase share of wallet.

**Everyone Wins!**

Check ins on their own are uninteresting, but combined with conversations and purchases, they form the future of loyalty programs. Programs that people will use because the more they use them, the more benefit they receive in return. The data tells the story of an individual and gets us to the point where brands are making relevant, timely offers that surprise and delight the customer when it is mutually beneficial and profitable for the brand making the offer.

Customers get rewards, offers and incentives for products and services they want. Brands cultivate greater loyalty with their most profitable customers. Location-based services generate revenue by charging brands for using their platforms.

Still think LBS is just a game?
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